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The Tony Harrison: Poems Community Note includes chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis, character list, theme
list, historical context, author biography.

But to become misty-eyed about the glory days of grammar schools , and the public figures they created, is to
miss the point of Mr Harrison, who remains a politically abrasive presence and has always embraced the past
as a way of tackling the present. Maybe it was a different, more rebellious, socially mobile time. According to
fellow poet Simon Armitage in the New Statesman, Harrison sees himself as a poet, regardless of the format
of his writing. The film, when broadcast by the BBC, caused a media firestorm. As emcee Melvyn Bragg
pointed out, such productions were not only a high point for public poetry but for state education. V was
inspired by Harrison's discovery that his parents' grave had been vandalised. His later dramatic writing
continued this pattern: he set The Misanthrope in , earning the praise of the London Observer's Robert
Brustein, who called it "dazzling, a work of art in its own right, brilliantly witty, clever and conversational.
From "The School of Eloquence" and Other Poems was a more explicit exploration of class issues than The
Loiners had been, provoking critical controversy. More About this Poet. Yet, reflecting Harrison's own
experiences of teaching in Nigeria and working in Prague, the book ranges widely in location and topic, from
childhood encounters with sex in Leeds to tales of love in Eastern Europe. In , the self-appointed governors of
public morals denounced Harrison's liberal use of the words "fuck" and "cunt". Then, as now, the fuss over its
obscene language misses the point. Harrison's previous dramatic workâ€”Aikin Mata , a version of Lysistrata
set in Nigeriaâ€”had focused on showing a classic play as a living work. In a review of The Loiners, the
Listener's John Fuller concluded, "The sheer vigour and intelligence of Harrison's poetry is as heady as young
wine, and should produce great things when it matures. It is significant that V was broadcast on Channel 4 â€”
a station established to provide viewing for under-represented groups in society. William Terence Fisher
bottled it, but his handbag-swinging girlfriend â€” the luminous Liz â€” transcended the confines of her dreary
existence and got London, and then the world, swinging. So perhaps the real message we should take from this
week of celebrations is that poetry in its truest, most democratic sense is alive and well and â€” as the
skinhead would say in V, one of the angriest and finest poems of the 20th century â€” still kicking shit. Critics
have generally praised Harrison over the years, finding his work to have grown in depth, maturity, and
mastery of the language. But the increase is also due to the vigour of the performance poetry circuit, many of
whose practitioners sell their books by hand at gigs or readings, thus bypassing the official data. Armitage
claimed that "Harrison's achievements in [the] poetic fields [within film and television] have helped to create
the opportunity for others, such as me, to have a go. True, all three rose through selective education. Age, of
course, has caught up with them. This was a golden age of aspiration, when a new, open, meritocratic society
was being forged. Anyone wishing to know what went wrong should read V by Tony Harrison right â€” or
listen when he reads it on Radio 4 on Monday. In a London Times review of Selected Poems , Robert Nye
noted that Harrison "has been hailed as the first genuine working-class poet England has produced this
century. There were fond anecdotes from the golden era of the National Theatre when he commanded the
main stage with fiery demotic adaptations of world classics such as The Oresteia and The Mysteries. Even
rightwing commentators such as Bernard Levin hailed it as "one of the most powerful, profound and haunting
long poems of modern times â€¦ a meticulously controlled yell of rage and hope combined, a poisoned dart
aimed with deadly precision at the waste of human potential.


